AGENDA ITEMS:

I. Approval of Minutes from October 20, 2023

II. Appeals

- 71703 – Request to allow JNS 230 to satisfy MAC Oral Communication competency
- 71773 – Request to allow Geography 102 to satisfy MAC Critical Thinking and Inquiry in the Natural Sciences competency
- 71790 – Request to allow LMM 1102 to satisfy MAC Oral Communication competency
- 71799 – Request to allow MAT 105 to satisfy MAC Quantitative Reasoning competency
- 71910 – Request to allow ATY 200X to satisfy MAC Health & Wellness competency
- 71905 – Request to allow Communications 3014 to satisfy MAC Oral Communication competency (pre-approval)
- 71906 - Request to allow Language & Culture 4119 to satisfy MAC Oral Communication competency (pre-approval)
- 71991 – Request to allow DCE 200 to satisfy MAC Health & Wellness competency
- 71992 – Request to allow CHI 210 to satisfy MAC Diversity & Equity through the Humanities & Fine Arts OR through the Social & Behavioral Sciences competency

III. MAC Course Proposals

- SOC 205 Crime and Justice – New Course
  MAC competency request: Critical Thinking and Inquiry in the Social and Behavioral Sciences
- SOC 225 Race, Class, and Gender: Social Inequalities – Revised Course
  MAC competency request: Diversity & Equity through the Humanities and Fine Arts OR through the Social & Behavioral Sciences
- SOC 290 Social Theory I – Revised Course
  MAC competency request: Critical Thinking and Inquiry in the Social and Behavioral Sciences
- THR 210 Broadway Shows: The Story of America – New Course
  MAC competency request: Written Communication

IV. Assessment Update – Frances Bottenberg

- 2022-2023 Student Learning Assessment Report, Minerva’s Academic Curriculum – Action Item, vote to accept report as submitted.
V. IC Update – Andrew Hamilton
   • Follow up to moratorium/seat allocation.

VI. Recertification update

VII. MAC and Faculty Development

VIII. Other Discussion Items